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?Oracle Night?2003????????????????????????? Book Of Illusions
????????????????????????????????????241????



























???“The light, shattering at my touch.”?Collected Poems of PAUL AUSTER 82????????
?????????????1970?????? “SPOKES”??????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?Picks jot the quarry-eroded marks
?That could not cipher the message.
?The quarrel unleashed its alphabet,
?And the stones, girded by abuse,
























?To see is this other torture, atoned for
?In the pain of being seen; the spoken,
?The seen, contained in the refusal
?To speak, and the seed of a single voice,












?…, and the eye squanders
?The subterfuge of a longer lamp.
?Lifted into speech, it carries
?Its own birth, and if it shatters
?Acclaim its fall and contradiction.








???????? “Your earth will always be far.”???????????????????
????????????????????????????????111???????




?to be brought to life
?in this pensive flesh, the beating
?drum of words
?within, so many words
?lost in the wide world
?within me, and thereby to have known
?that in spite of myself
?I am here.





























?in this, the most silent
?moment of summer. Seeds
?speak of this juncture, define
?there the air and the earth erupt
?in this profusion of chance, the random
?forces for our own lack
?of knowing what it is
?we see, and merely to speak of it
?is to see
?how words fail us, how nothing comes right
?in the saying of it, not even these words
?I am moved to speak
?in the name of this blue
?and green










??????????“speak of it is to see how words fail us, how nothing comes right”????
?????????????????? “I want you to feel this word that has lived inside me all 






















??????“Something happens,” ?286? ???????????????“… nothing can ever 
be the same again.”?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? “… in this case it is the man 
himself who is the agent of his own destruction, and further, the instrument of that destruction is the 






?… I want to assume full responsibility … or else, to begin again. And this desire, this overwhelming need, 
…. Or else, to go on, as if each moment were the beginning, as if each word were thebeginning of another 





















??????James Peacock? “… Oracle Night’s power lies in its depiction of the many ways in 
which trauma, and the resultant flurry of imaginative activity, can affect the domestic, private lives of 



















?Brendan Martin????????? Mr. Vertigo???? “Auster’s protagonists share his 
experiences, as a writer, his concerns are the ways in which these diverse individuals react to 








?To be exposed to so many lives in yourself and your place in the world.?You see yourself as part of 
something greater than yourself, and you see yourself as a distinct individual, an unprecedented being with 
your own irresplaceable future. You understand, finally, that you alone are responsible for making yourself 
who you are. ?Oracle Night 106?
??????22?????????????200???????????????????






































?… the stillness was so pronounced that I could hear the scratching of the man’s pencil behind me. Whenever 
I think about that morning now, the sound of that pencil is always the first thing that come back to me. To 
???????????? Oracle Night???????????????
21
the degree that the story I am about to tell makes any sense, I believe this was where it began?in the space 















?“The words came quickly, smoothly, without seeming to demand much effort. I found that surprising, but as 
long as I kept my hand moving from left to right, the next word always seemed to be there, waiting to come 
out of the pen.” ?12?
?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? “Those notebooks are very friendly, but they can 
also be cruel, and you have to watch out that you don’t get lost in them.”?39? ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????“I can’t tell if I’m the one who’s using the notebook or if the notebook’s been 













????????“a magic lantern that allowed him to travel through time and visit the dead” ?33?
?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????3D viewer?????????????????????
?????????????“… loves everything about television,” ?31? “a man with no poetry in 





???????????????????????????????? “I sobbed my guts 
out … I completely lost it.” ?33? ???????????????????????????
???????????????????????“It always stimulates me to discover new 





















?As he crossed the threshold and entered the apartment, he could feel himself going blank, as if his brain had 
suddenly shut off. ?City Of Glass 14?
??????????????????????????Oracle Night?????????
???????????????????????????????????
?… I felt as if my body had become transparent, a porous membrane through which all the invisible forces of 
the world could pass ? a nexus of airborne electrical charges transmitted by the thoughts and feelings of 






























??????????????????????????????“another dispatch from the 
bowels of hell” ?98? ????????????22???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
???? “This is the worst story I have ever read.” ?98? ?????????? “ That was the end 
of mankind”??????“… I was reading a story about the end of mankind …”???????
????????????????? “… room in the Bronx was the precise spot on earth were 






























































































































recognizes that an attack was foreseeable, but is unprepared for the catastrophic immensity of this 




????????????????? “illegible curls and scratches”????????????
?????????????????????238? ????????????? “I was 
happy, happier to be alive than I had ever been before.?It was a happiness beyond consolation, 
beyond misery, beyond all the ugliness and beauty of the world.” ?207? ????????????
??????????????????????????????Pascal Bruckner? Moon 
Palace??????????“Writing never removes the agony, but, rather, alters and deepens it.” 
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